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ABSTRACT: An assessment of the free radical scavenging
potential of 4-amino-5-phenyl-4H-1,2,4-triazole-3-thiol (AT) and
4-amino-5-(4-pyridyl)-4H-1,2,4-triazole-3-thiol (AP) involved a
combination of experimental methodologies and theoretical
calculations. In the 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH•) assay,
AT exhibited an heightened efficacy in scavenging DPPH• radicals
compared to AP. This was evidenced by the notably lower
IC50DPPH value observed for AT (1.3 × 10−3 ± 0.2 × 10−3 M) in
comparison to AP (2.2 × 10−3 ± 0.1 × 10−3 M). Similarly, in the
2,2′-azinobis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonate) (ABTS•+) test,
AT exhibited superior ability in neutralizing ABTS•+ free radical
cations compared to AP, with the computed IC50ABTS values of 4.7
× 10−5 ± 0.1 × 10−5 M for AT and 5.5 × 10−5 ± 0.2 × 10−5 M for AP. Density functional theory served as the tool for evaluating the
correlation between structural attributes and the antioxidant efficacy of the studied molecules. The findings highlighted the flexibility
of hydrogen atoms within NH and NH2 groups to nucleophilic attacks, indicative of their pivotal role in the scavenging mechanism.
Furthermore, investigations into the interactions between AT and AP with the free radical HOO• revealed predominantly the
reaction via the hydrogen atom transfer mechanism. Both experimental observations and theoretical deductions collectively affirmed
AT’s superior free radical scavenging ability over AP in the gas phase and ethanol.

1. INTRODUCTION
Free radicals, characterized by one or more unpaired electrons,
are inherently unstable chemical species known for their
capability to induce cellular damage.1 To counteract their
harmful effects, antioxidants are widely employed to mitigate
oxidative stress and protect cellular integrity.2 The utilization
of antioxidants spans in many various domains, including
industrial materials preservation, food science,3 and pharma-
ceutical applications.4

Triazole derivatives represent a class of heterocyclic
compounds featuring a five-membered ring comprising two
carbon and three nitrogen atoms.5 Recent interest in these
compounds, particularly within medicinal chemistry, stems
from their diverse pharmacological properties, such as
antiviral,6 antimigraine,7 anxiolytic, and antifungal effects.8

Notably, 1,2,4-triazole and its derivatives exhibit significant
biological activities, including antioxidant capabilities demon-
strated through their ability to scavenge free radicals.8,9

An investigation conducted by Pokuri et al. involved the
synthesis and assessment of twenty-six 1,2,4-triazole analogs,
highlighting their exceptional potential as free radical
scavengers through 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH•)
assay.10 The utilization of 2D-QSAR models correlated with
the in vitro findings, elucidating the key structural attributes

prevalent in the molecules that contributed to their antioxidant
efficacy. Similarly, Koparir et al. reported high DPPH• free
radical scavenging efficiency of 4-substituted-5-(2-thienyl)-
1,2,4-triazole-3-thione, surpassing typical antioxidants like
ascorbic acid.11

Das and collaborators employed the structural template of
1,2,4-triazole and hydroxamic acid to synthesize 12 derivatives
of 5-substituted-4-amino-1,2,4-triazole-linked hydroxamic
acid.12 Among these compounds, the synthesized derivative
exhibited remarkable free radical scavenging potential, with
IC50 values of 21.23 × 10−6 ± 8.51 × 10−6 M in the DPPH•

assay and 15.32 × 10−6 ± 1.85 × 10−6 M in the 2,2′-
azinobis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonate) (ABTS•+) assay.
In a related study, Cetin and Gecibesler synthesized a series of
phenol- and pyridine-substituted 1,2,4-triazole derivatives and
assessed their antioxidant activity through various methods,
including DPPH• and ABTS•+ assays.13 Compounds with
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electron-donating functional groups exhibited enhanced
antioxidant capacity compared to electron-withdrawing groups,
guiding the selection of electron-donating substituents for
future antioxidant design.
Compounds such as 4-amino-5-phenyl-4H-1,2,4-triazole-3-

thiol (AT) and 4-amino-5-(4-pyridyl)-4H-1,2,4-triazole-3-thiol
(AP) featuring electron-repelling groups (−NH2, SH) were
identified as new potential free radical scavengers due to their
structural characteristics. Their antioxidant capacities were
evaluated using DPPH• and ABTS•+ assays, complemented by
quantum chemical calculations to elucidate structural influen-
ces on the antioxidant activity.
Additionally, frontier molecular orbital analysis, global

descriptors, and molecular electrostatic potential analysis
were employed to characterize reactivity14 and predict
electrophilic and nucleophilic centers.15 Thermodynamic
parameters, including bond dissociation energy (BDE),
ionization potential (IP), proton dissociation energy (PDE),
proton affinity (PA), and electron transfer energy (ETE),
served as valuable indicators for discerning active sites within a
molecule and determining the favored mechanism of radical
scavenging.16 They were calculated under various environ-
ments to simulate experimental conditions, including gas phase
and ethanol. Furthermore, a comparative analysis of free
radical scavenging rates between AT, AP, and HOO• radicals
was elucidated through the different mechanisms such as
hydrogen abstract transfer (HAT), single electron transfer
(SET), and radical adduct formation (RAF).17

2. METHODS
2.1. Experimental Methods. 2.1.1. Materials. 4-Amino-

5-phenyl-4H-1,2,4-triazole-3-thiol (AT) and 4-amino-5-(4-
pyridyl)-4H-1,2,4-triazole-3-thiol (AP) were obtained from
Merk, Germany. Their structures are presented in Figure 1.
Absolute ethanol, 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl, 2,2′-azinobis-
(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) diammonium salt, and
K2S2O8 were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.

2.1.2. Methods. 2.1.2.1. 2,2-Diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl
(DPPH•) Assay. The investigated 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl
(DPPH•) solution was prepared by diluting it appropriately in
ethanol to attain a concentration of 6.7 × 10−5 M.18 To
prevent photodecomposition, the solution was shielded from
light using aluminum foil. Antioxidants were dissolved in
ethanol across concentrations ranging from 10−4 to 10−3 M.
Subsequently, the antioxidant solutions were mixed with the
DPPH• solution at a volume ratio of 3:1. The resulting
reaction mixtures were vigorously shaken and kept in darkness
for 30 min, maintaining coverage with aluminum foil. Three
repetitions were conducted for each experiment. The
absorbance of the solutions was taken at 515 nm using a
TCC-240A SHIMADZU UV/vis spectrophotometer. The
ability to scavenge DPPH• free radicals (SEDPPH·%) was
determined based on the absorbance, employing Formula 1:

A A
A

SE % 100DPPH
b s

b
= ×·

(1)

where Ab represents the absorbance of the blank (blank = 1
mL of DPPH• + 3 mL of ethanol) and As represents the
absorbance of the investigated solution (sample = 1 mL of
DPPH• + 3 mL of antioxidant at different concentrations).

2.1.2.2. 2,2′-Azinobis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonate)
(ABTS•+) Assay. The ABTS•+ assay was performed according
to the modified protocol established by Re et al.19 Initially, a
stock solution of 2,2′-azinobis (3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-
sulfonic acid) diammonium salt (ABTS) was prepared in
water with a concentration of 7 × 10−3 M. This ABTS stock
solution was then mixed with 0.14 M K2S2O8 to generate a
solution containing the green ABTS•+ free radical cation. The
resulting mixture underwent a 16 h incubation period in
darkness at room temperature to ensure a complete reaction.
Following incubation, the reaction mixture was diluted with
ethanol to achieve an absorbance of 0.7 ± 0.05 on the
spectrophotometer.
AT was diluted appropriately in ethanol to concentrations

ranging from 2 × 10−5 to 10−4 M, while AP was prepared at
concentrations ranging from 10−5 to 3 × 10−4 M. A
combination of 1 mL of antioxidant solution and 3 mL of
ABTS•+ free radical cation solution was prepared, with the
reaction mixture covered with aluminum foil and incubated at
room temperature for 6 min. The absorbance of the resulting
mixture was measured at 734 nm using a TCC-240A
SHIMADZU UV/vis spectrophotometer. Each experiment
was replicated three times. The assessment of the capability to
scavenge ABTS•+ free radical cations was determined based on
the absorbance, employingFormula 2:

A A
A

SE % 100ABTS
b s

b
= ×·+

(2)

where A’b control represents the absorbance of the blank
(blank = 3 mL of ABTS•+ + 1 mL of ethanol), and A’s
represents the absorbance of the sample (sample = 3 mL of
ABTS•+ + 1 mL of antioxidant at different concentrations).

2.2. Quantum Chemical Calculations. Gaussian 16
software20 was utilized to perform density functional theory
(DFT) calculations using the M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level of
theory.21 This theoretical level was chosen to optimize the
molecular structures under investigation and compute various
thermodynamic parameters and rate constants. In this study,
ethanol was selected to simulate experimental conditions. The
influence of ethanol as a solvent was approximated using the
SMD solvation model.22 Global descriptive parameters such as
the highest occupied molecular orbital energy (EHOMO), lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital energy (ELUMO), frontier
molecular orbital gap (ΔEL‑H), hardness (η),23 and electro-
negativity (χ) were calculated using the following formulas24:

E E EL H LUMO HOMO= (3)

EIE HOMO= (4)

EEA LUMO= (5)

E EIE EA
2 2

LUMO HOMO= =
(6)

E EIE EA
2

( )
2

HOMO LUMO= + =
+

(7)

Figure 1. Molecular structures of (a) AT and (b) AP.
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The hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) mechanism depends on
the pivotal exchange of hydrogen atom from the antioxidant
molecule to the free radical. This process is asscessed by the
bond dissociation enthalpy (BDE).25

RNH HOO RN HOOH+ +· · (8)

The BDE of RNH is calculated as follows:

BDE(RNH) H(H ) H(RN ) H(RNH)= +· · (9)

In the case of the sequential electron transfer proton transfer
(SET-PT) mechanism, two steps are involved26:

RNH HOO RNH HOO+ +· ·+ (10)

RNH RN H+·+ · + (11)

These steps correspond to the thermodynamic parameters as
ionization potential (IP) and proton affinity (PA), calculated
as27

IP H(RNH ) H(e ) H(RNH)= +·+ (12)

PDE H(RN ) H(H ) H(RNH )= +· + ·+ (13)

For the sequential proton-loss electron transfer (SPLET)
mechanism28:

RNH RN H+ + (14)

RN HOO RN HOO+ +· · (15)

Proton affinity (PA) and electron transfer enthalpy (ETE)
are two critical parameters for SPLET,29 calculated as

PA H(RN ) H(H ) H(RNH)= + + (16)

ETE H(RN ) H(e ) H(RN )= +· (17)

where RNH represents AT and AP. The enthalpies of each
species at 298 K are represented by H. The study results of
Markovic ́ et al. provided the enthalpies of the electron and
proton in the gas phase and those in ethanol.30

In addition to thermodynamic parameters, the reactivity of
antioxidants and free radicals also depends on their reaction
rate (k). Table S1 provides detailed instructions on calculating
the rate constants for the HAT,31 SET,32 and RAF
mechanisms.33

The proportions of products (P%) produced by various
reaction mechanisms were approximated utilizing eqs 18−20.34

P
k
k

% 100HAT
HAT

tot
= ×

(18)

P
k
k

% 100SET
SET

tot
= ×

(19)

P
k
k

% 100RAF
RAF

tot
= ×

(20)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. DPPH• Free Radical Scavenging Assay. The

DPPH• assay, reliant on the stable free radical 2,2-diphenyl-
1-picrylhydrazyl, offers an efficient method for assessing
antioxidant activity.35 This stable radical, characterized by an
unpaired valence electron at a nitrogen bridge, imparts a violet
hue to its ethanol solution. Upon interacting with an
antioxidant, DPPH• free radicals undergo reduction, resulting

in the formation of yellow diphenylpicrylhydrazine.36 UV−vis
spectrophotometric analysis of the change in optical density
reveals the efficacy of antioxidants in scavenging DPPH•

radicals. As depicted in Figure 2, variations in absorbance

correlate with the concentrations of antioxidants AT and AP.
Higher concentrations of antioxidants correspond to dimin-
ished absorbance, indicating greater scavenging activity.
The assessment of DPPH• scavenging ability is quantified

through IC50DPPH values, representing the sample concen-
tration necessary to inhibit 50% of the initial DPPH•

concentration.37 Calculations based on the relationship
between scavenging efficiency and concentrations of AT and
AP (as illustrated in Figure 3) yield IC50DPPH values of 1.3 ×
10−3 ± 0.2 × 10−3 M for AT and 2.2 × 10−3 ± 0.1 × 10−3 M
for AP, respectively. This suggests a stronger DPPH• capturing
capacity for AT compared to AP.

3.2. 2,2’-Azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfo-
nate) (ABTS•+) Free Radical Cation Scavenging Assay.
The antioxidant potential of AT and AP is evaluated using the
ABTS•+ assay, wherein 2,2′-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-

Figure 2. UV−vis spectra of (a) AT and (b) AP in DPPH• assay.
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6-sulfonic acid) (ABTS) is oxidized to its radical cation
ABTS•+ upon reaction with potassium persulfate, resulting in a
blue-colored solution (λmax = 734 nm). Upon interaction with
antioxidants, the ABTS•+ radical cation is depleted, causing the
solution to transition from blue to colorless.
Ultraviolet−visible spectra of ABTS•+ at varying concen-

trations of AT and AP are depicted in Figure 4. Analogous to
the DPPH• assay, increasing concentrations of AT and AP
correlate with diminishing spectral intensity, indicating a
reduction in solution absorbance and, hence, a decrease in
ABTS•+ concentration. IC50ABTS values for AT and AP are
derived from graphs illustrating the relationship between
ABTS•+ scavenging efficiency (SEABTS•+) and antioxidant
concentrations (Figure 5). AT exhibits an IC50ABTS value of
4.7 × 10−5 ± 0.1 × 10−5 M, while AP demonstrates a value of
5.5 × 10−5 ± 0.2 × 10−5 M. These findings underscore AT’s
superior ability to neutralize ABTS•+ radical cations compared
to AP. Consequently, both experimental methodologies

(DPPH• and ABTS•+) affirm AT’s efficacy in quenching free
radicals relative to AP.

3.3. Computational Results. Due to the structural
characteristics of the SH bond in AT and AP molecules,
they exhibit different tautomeric forms. Consequently, all
possible geometries of tautomers, denoted as forms (α) and
(β), were explored for AT and AP, as depicted in Figure 6. In
these molecules, the hydrogen atom of the SH group
demonstrates a tendency to migrate to nitrogen atom N3 in
AT and AP molecules. The geometric configurations of all
tautomers of AT and AP were optimized utilizing the M06-2X/
6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. Cartesian coordinates for the
species in the gas phase and ethanol are provided in Tables
S2−S5 of the Supplementary Data. Energy calculations for the
tautomers of AT and AP indicate that form (β) exhibits greater
stability than form (α). Moreover, the validation of the bond
compositions of AT and AP was accomplished through an
exhaustive analysis of their infrared (IR) spectra, as delineated
in Figure S1. Consequently, AT and AP’s form (β) are selected
for further research.

Figure 3. Relationship between the DPPH• scavenging efficiency and
concentrations of (a) AT and (b) AP.

Figure 4. UV−vis spectra of (a) AT and (b) AP in ABTS•+ assay.
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3.3.1. Frontier Molecular Orbitals and Reactivity Descrip-
tors. Frontier molecular orbitals were analyzed to gain insight
into the chemical reactivity of the molecules.38 Figure 7

illustrates the electron density distribution of the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) for AT and AP
molecules in the gas phase. Electron transfer zones are
predominantly distributed throughout the molecules for both
AT and AP. This suggests that free radicals can attack various
sites in both AT and AP molecules, including aromatic rings,
NH, and NH2 groups. The HOMO plots may indicate active
sites for free radical elimination through hydrogen abstraction
after electron transfer.39

The EHOMO values, rather than ELUMO values, can indicate
scavenging activities.40 AT and AP exhibit EHOMO values of
−7.22 and −7.48 eV in the gas phase, and −7.27 and −7.37 eV
in ethanol, respectively, suggesting that AT may scavenge free
radicals more effectively than AP in both environments.
The energy gap between these orbitals, resulting in greater

polarizability of the molecule, is typically associated with
higher chemical reactivity and lower kinetic stability. Studies
suggest that molecules with a lower frontier molecular orbital
gap (ΔEL‑H) are more polarized.

41 As presented in Table 1, AT

demonstrates a lower ΔEL‑H value (6.29 eV in the gas phase
and 6.72 eV in ethanol) compared to AP, indicating higher
polarizability and a stronger tendency to react with free
radicals.42 Additionally, hardness (η), a global descriptive
parameter directly linked to molecule stability, was computed
to provide deeper insights into the reactive nature of the
studied derivatives.43 AT exhibits hardness values of 3.15 eV in
the gas phase and 3.36 eV in ethanol, while those of AP are
3.21 and 3.41 eV in the gas phase and ethanol, respectively.
This suggests that AT is more prone to react with free radicals
than AP.
Considering the charge-transfer reaction, electronegativity

(χ) is key parameter to analyze the antioxidant activity of a
compound.44 Lower electronegativity values indicate a

Figure 5. Relationship between the ABTS•+ scavenging efficiency and
concentrations of (a) AT and (b) AP.

Figure 6. Tautomers of AT and AP at M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p).

Figure 7. HOMO and LUMO molecular orbital plots for AT and AP
in the gas phase.

Table 1. Global Reactivity Descriptors of Studied
Antioxidants at M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p)

phase compounds
EHOMO
(eV)

ELUMO
(eV) ΔEL−H (eV)

η
(eV)

χ
(eV)

gas AT −7.22 −0.93 6.29 3.15 4.07
AP −7.48 −1.05 6.43 3.21 4.26

ethanol AT −7.27 −0.55 6.72 3.36 3.91
AP −7.37 −0.54 6.83 3.41 3.95
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molecule’s capability to donate electrons. AT, with lower χ
values (4.07 eV in the gas phase and 3.91 eV in ethanol),
exhibits good electron-donating tendencies among the studied
derivatives. Moreover, the lower electronegativity values in
ethanol compared to the gas phase suggest that electron
transfer reactions occur more readily in ethanol.
Overall, global reactivity descriptor values indicate that AT

exhibits better potential as an antioxidant than AP in both the
gas phase and ethanol.

3.3.2. Molecular Electrostatic Potential. Molecular electro-
static potential analysis has been employed to elucidate the
reactivity patterns of the investigated derivatives.45 Regions
exhibiting a red coloration denote negatively charged zones,
indicative of favorable electrophilic attack.46 Conversely, blue-
colored regions signify positive electrostatic potential, which
attracts radical species.47 Notably, nitrogen atom within a six-
membered ring of AP and sulfur atoms in AT and AP
molecules exhibit elevated electrostatic potential, while hydro-
gen atoms within the amine (−NH2 and −NH) groups
manifest lower electrostatic potential (Figure 8). In other
words, the −NH2 and −NH groups in AT and AP molecules
are predominant positions for the attack of free radicals.

3.3.3. Thermodynamic Parameters of AT and AP in the
Gas Phase and Ethanol. Crucial thermodynamic parameters
for understanding molecular reactivity encompass bond
dissociation energy (BDE), ionization potential (IP), proton
dissociation energy (PDE), proton affinity (PA), and electron
transfer energy (ETE).48 These parameters support to
elucidate three main reaction mechanisms: hydrogen atom
transfer (HAT), electron transfer proton transfer (SET-PT),
and proton transfer electron transfer (SPLET).49 In examining
the N−H bonds within the NH2 group of AT and AP, it is
important to note their structural similarity, wherein only one
N−H bond within this group is assessed.
Within the context of the HAT mechanism, a free radical

initiates isomeric cleavage, leading to the separation of a
hydrogen atom from either the NH2 or NH group. This
process is relevant in assessing a compound’s antioxidant
ability, with lower BDE values indicating heightened
antioxidant activity. Notably, upon observing Table 2, it is
observed that the BDE values of the N4−H bonds consistently
yield smaller values than those of BDE(N3−H) across both
gas and ethanol environments. This observation suggests that
the hydrogen atom transfer reaction occurs more efficiently at
the N4−H positions than at the N3−H positions.
The antioxidant efficacy of AT and AP may vary depending

on the environmental conditions of the study. Analysis from
Table 2 reveals that the hydrogen-supplying ability in ethanol
is comparatively inferior to that in a gas phase. Specifically, in
ethanol, the BDE values of N4−H20, and N3−H21 bonds in
AT are recorded at 86.8 and 88.8 kcal mol−1, respectively,

whereas for AP, the corresponding N4−H17 and N3−H19
bonds exhibit BDE values of 87.1 and 89.6 kcal mol−1.
Consequently, BDE values are elevated in ethanol relative to
the gas phase. Furthermore, all BDE values within AT are
lower than those of AP, underscoring AT’s proficiency as a free
radical scavenger compared to AP, particularly under the HAT
mechanism.
In the context of the SET-PT mechanism, the electron

transfer ability is quantitatively evaluated through ionization
potential (IP) value. IP values of AT and AP are 182.8 and
190.2 kcal mol−1 in the gas phase; 127.2 and 129.5 kcal mol−1
in ethanol, respectively. IP values decrease as the polarity of
the solvent increases, indicating facilitated electron removal in
polar solvents.
PDE determines the deprotonation properties of molecules.

The PDE values of AT and AP in the gas and ethanol are
summarized in Table 2. The N4−H20 bond of AT and the
N4−H17 bond of AP are the two positions with the lowest
PDE in the gas phase with values of 217.3 and 210.3 kcal
mol−1. In ethanol, the PDE values decrease significantly due to
the high solvation enthalpy of the proton. Specifically, PDE
values of the N4−H20 bond in AT and N4−H17 in AP are 7.0
and 4.9 kcal mol−1 in ethanol.
According to the SPLET mechanism, the PA and ETE of AT

and AP are considered. As seen in Table 2, the PA of AT has
values of 350.8 and 331.8 kcal mol−1, which correspond to the
N4−H20 and N3−H21 bonds in the gas phase. These values
of AP are 345.5 and 326.4 kcal mol−1, which corresponds to
N4−H17 and N3−H19 positions. PA values decrease from
296.0÷298.8 kcal mol−1 for AT and 292.6÷294.9 kcal mol−1 for
AP in ethanol. The trend of decreasing PA from gas to solvent
medium with increasing polarity indicates that polar solvents
facilitate deprotonation.50

ETE is the following thermodynamic parameter to be
evaluated in the SPLET mechanism when electron transfer
proceeds from the deprotonated radical. As indicated in Table
2, the ETE values for both compounds are higher in the
ethanol solvent than in the gas environment. Remarkably, the
ETE of the proton radical is lower than the IP of the neutral

Figure 8. Molecular electrostatic potential of the investigated
derivatives.

Table 2. Thermodynamic Parameters of AT and AP in the
Gas Phase and Ethanol

thermodynamic
parameters (kcal mol−1) compounds positions gas ethanol

BDE AT N4−H20 86.8 90.7
N3−H21 88.8 90.1

AP N4−H17 87.1 90.9
N3−H19 89.6 90.9

IP AT 182.8 127.2
AP 190.2 129.5

PDE AT N4−H20 217.3 7.0
N3−H21 219.3 6.3

AP N4−H17 210.3 4.9
N3−H19 212.8 4.8

PA AT N4−H20 350.8 54.8
N3−H21 331.8 33.0

AP N4−H17 345.5 52.9
N3−H19 326.4 31.5

ETE AT N4−H20 49.3 79.3
N3−H21 70.3 100.5

AP N4−H17 55.0 81.5
N3−H19 76.5 102.8
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molecule, suggesting that electron transfer is more facile from
the deprotonated form than from the neutral form.
The three mechanisms, HAT, SET-PT, and SPLET, are

predominantly characterized by distinct thermodynamic
parameters: BDE, IP, and PA, respectively.51 Notably, the IP
and PA values in the gas phase exceed the BDE values of AT
and AP, whereas, in ethanol, PA is lower than the
corresponding BDE and IP values. Consequently, the HAT
mechanism is thermodynamically favored in the gas phase,
while the SPLET mechanism finds preference in polar media
for both investigated compounds.

3.3.4. Kinetic Study for the Reaction between AT, AP, and
HOO•. The assessment of thermodynamic parameters plays a
crucial role in determining the feasibility of chemical processes.
However, confirming an antioxidant’s potency requires a
comprehensive evaluation beyond thermodynamics. For an
antioxidant to be deemed efficacious, it must exhibit rapid
reactivity toward free radicals. Thus, the rate constants of
reactions between AT and AP with free radicals are
investigated, employing the M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) method-
ology in both the gas phase and ethanol solvent with different
mechanisms.
HOO• is a pivotal intermediate species in numerous

chemical reactions, characterized by its relatively prolonged
lifespan and ability to diffuse into adjacent structures.52 In this
investigation, HOO• is selected as a representative free radical
for probing the rate constants.
Given the relatively low bond dissociation energy (BDE)

values of the N−H bonds in AT and AP molecules, the
hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) mechanism emerges as the
primary focus. Upon interaction with HOO• radicals, these
molecules undergo a sequential process, initiating with the
formation of intermediate 1 (Inter 1), followed by the
transition state (TS), and subsequent transformation into
intermediate 2 (Inter 2).53 Ultimately, the reaction yields
products such as HOOH and a newly formed stable radical.
Figure 9 illustrates the potential energy surfaces of AT and

AP in the gas phase across all reaction sites. It is evident that
the reaction paths of both compounds with HOO• exhibit a
comparable trend. Specifically, in the case of AT and HOO•

reactions, the relative energy (relative to the reactants) of Inter
1 is calculated with values of −12.6 and −13.9 kcal mol−1; TS
is represented by values of 7.3 and 12.5 kcal mol−1; Inter 2 by
values of −6.5 and −5.1 kcal mol−1; and the product by values
of 1.5 and 3.5 kcal mol−1, respectively, at the bonds linking
N4−H20, and N3−H21. Notably, these bond values in the AP
molecule appear to be higher in comparison to those of AT.
For instance, the N4−H17 bond in AP exhibits respective
values of −12.2, 7.9, −6.3, and 1.8 kcal mol−1. Similarly, the
N3−H19 bond presents relative values of −13.6, 12.8, −4.3,
and 4.3 kcal mol−1.
Based on conventional transition-state theory (TST) and

Eyringpy software,54 the rate constants of the reactions
between AT and AP with HOO• at the active sites are
calculated in Table 3. For AT, the rate constants at positions
N4−H20, and N3−H21 are 8.43 × 103 and 3.13 × 104 M−1

s−1, respectively. In contrast, for AP, the rate constants at
positions N4−H17, and N3−H19 exhibit the values of 3.07 ×
103 and 2.95 × 104 M−1 s−1, respectively. Consequently, in the
gas phase, the total rate constants according to the hydrogen
atom transfer (HAT) mechanism are 4.82 × 104 M−1 s−1 for
AT and 3.56 × 104 M−1 s−1 for AP, respectively. In ethanol, the
rate constant values tend to decrease, potentially attributable to

the influence of solvent molecules. AT yields a total rate
constant of 1.25 × 102 M−1 s−1, whereas the corresponding
value for AP is represented by 2.26 × 101 M−1 s−1. According
to the HAT reaction mechanism in both the gas and ethanol
phases, AT can react with HOO• faster than AP.
SET is the following mechanism applied to evaluate the

antioxidant ability of AT and AP in the gas phase and ethanol.
The processes of giving electron (Reaction 21) of the studied
antioxidants and HOO• can occur as follows:

RNH HOO RNH HOO+ +· ·+ (21)

Gibbs free energies (ΔG°), enthalpies (ΔH°), and rate
constants at 298.15 K for the single electron transfer (SET)
reactions of AT and AP in the gas phase and ethanol are
presented in Table 4. Notably, the electron-donating reactions
of both AT and AP are established as endothermic, as
evidenced by ΔG° and ΔH° values of 159.80 kcal mol−1 and
160.05 kcal mol−1 for AT, and 167.00 kcal mol−1 and 167.39
kcal mol−1 for AP, respectively (refer to Table 4). The
comparison based on the ΔG° value suggests that the electron
donation reaction of AT is more favorable than that of AP. It is
worth noting that in ethanol solvent, both ΔG° and ΔH°
values for AT and AP demonstrate significant decreases,
indicating a preference for electron donation in the solvent
phase over the gas phase.
Furthermore, utilizing Marcus’ theory,32 the determination

of rate constant for the electron exchange reaction (kSET) is
presented in Table 4. The findings indicate a minimal
occurrence of the electron-donating reaction for AT and AP
in the gas phase, contrasting with more favorable kinetics
observed in ethanol, where rate constant values are calculated
as 1.90 × 10−70 M−1 s−1 for AT and 6.08 × 10−111 M−1 s−1 for
AP. These findings underscore AT’s superior ability to donate
electrons to HOO• compared to AP, and the reactions of both
compounds with HOO• are more favorable in ethanol under
the SET mechanism.

Figure 9. Potential energy surfaces of the reactions involving AT, AP,
and HOO• under the HAT mechanism.
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Table 3. Rate Constants of Reactions according to the HAT Mechanism for AT and AP in the Gas Phase and Ethanol

compounds bonds

gas ethanol

kHAT(i) (M−1 s−1) kHAT (M−1 s−1) kHAT(i) (M−1 s−1) kHAT (M−1 s−1)

AT N4−H20 8.43 × 103 4.82 × 104 3.20 1.25 × 102

N3−H21 3.13 × 104 1.19 × 102

AP N4−H17 3.07 × 103 3.56 × 104 2.03 × 10−1 2.26 × 101

N3−H19 2.95 × 104 2.21 × 101

Table 4. Gibbs Free Energies, Enthalpies, and Rate Constants at 298.15 K for the SET Reactions of AT and AP in the Gas
Phase and Ethanol

phase compounds ΔGo (kcal mol−1) ΔHo (kcal mol−1) kSET (M−1 s−1)

gas AT 159.80 160.05 2.10 × 10−489

AP 167.00 167.39 1.10 × 10−533

ethanol AT 40.30 40.62 1.90 × 10−70

AP 42.80 42.95 6.08 × 10−111

Figure 10. Potential energy surfaces of the reactions involving AT, AP, and HOO• under the RAF mechanism.

Table 5. Rate Constants of Reactions according to the RAF Mechanism for AT and AP in the Gas Phase and Ethanol

compounds positions

gas ethanol

kRAF(i) (M−1 s−1) kRAF (M−1 s−1) kRAF(i) (M−1 s−1) kRAF (M−1 s−1)

AT C5 9.63 × 10−4 1.00 × 10−3 5.00 × 10−6 6.35 × 10−6

C6 6.02 × 10−7 1.3 × 10−8

C7 2.95 × 10−6 7.20 × 10−7

C8 2.17 × 10−5 3.00 × 10−7

C9 1.20 × 10−8 1.60 × 10−11

C10 3.49 × 10−6 2.40 × 10−8

C11 7.22 × 10−6 4.20 × 10−8

C12 1.38 × 10−6 1.20 × 10−7

AP C5 9.63 × 10−4 9.82 × 10−4 4.10 × 10−6 5.01 × 10−6

C6 3.79 × 10−9 3.90 × 10−11

C7 2.95 × 10−6 5.20 × 10−7

C8 1.51 × 10−5 2.90 × 10−7

C9 3.73 × 10−10 3.10 × 10−13

C10 1.51 × 10−7 4.30 × 10−8

C11 3.19 × 10−7 5.80 × 10−8
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The investigation delves into the mechanism underlying the
addition reaction between AT and AP with the free radical
HOO•, focusing on the respective pi bonds in their molecular
structures.55 Specifically, the involvement of the HOO• radical
in the RAF reaction with these antioxidants occurs at positions
C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, C11, and C12 (AT only). Figure 10
illustrates the potential energy surfaces of RAF reactions
involving reactants, transition state formation, and products in
the gas phase. Notably, reactions of AT with HOO• in the gas
phase exhibit relative TS energies of 11.6, 15.2, 15.9, 13.7, 18.2,
18.5, 18.2, and 16.8 kcal mol−1 (compared to the reactants)
corresponding to positions C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, C11, and
C12. Conversely, the RAF reaction at positions C5, C6, C7,
C8, C9, C10, and C11 of AP yields relative TS values of 11.6,
18.3, 15.6, 13.7, 20.2, 17.3, and 16.9 kcal mol−1, respectively.
Notably, C5 exhibits the lowest surface potential in the gas
phase for the reaction of AT and AP with HOO•, according to
the RAF mechanism.
Using Eyringpy software, the rate constant values are

calculated for gas and ethanol phases (Table 5) based on the
potential energy surfaces of the reactions between AT and AP
with HOO• via the RAF mechanism. In the gas phase, AT
exhibits a total rate constant value of 1.00 × 10−3 M−1 s−1,
while in ethanol, it decreases to 6.35 × 10−6 M−1 s−1. Similarly,
AP demonstrates lower rate constant values than AT in both
environments, specifically 9.82 × 10−4 and 5.01 × 10−6 M−1

s−1, respectively. Notably, C5 remains the position yielding the
most significant rate constant value for AT and AP. The
findings suggest that AT reacts with the HOO• radical via the
RAF mechanism more rapidly than AP.
Applying Formulas 18−20, the quantities of products

generated via hydrogen atom transfer (HAT), single electron
transfer (SET), and radical adduct formation (RAF)
mechanisms are computed and outlined in Table 6. Notably,

the product yield from AT through the HAT mechanism in the
gas phase and ethanol solution constitutes 99.99% of the total
product. On the contrary, the contribution of products from
the SET and RAF mechanisms is nearly insignificant. This
trend is similar for AP as well. These findings strongly suggest
that AT and AP predominantly undergo reaction with the
HOO• radical via the HAT mechanism.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The investigation into the free radical scavenging capabilities of
AT and AP involved a comprehensive approach, combining
experimental techniques and quantum chemical calculations.
Experimental methodologies, such as the DPPH• and ABTS•+

assays, were employed to determine IC50 values, while
theoretical analyses encompassed assessments of frontier
molecular orbitals, molecular electrostatic potential, and
thermodynamic parameters of reaction mechanisms. Addition-

ally, rate constant calculations were conducted to explore three
mechanisms: hydrogen atom transfer (HAT), single electron
transfer (SET), and radical adduct formation (RAF). The
findings of this study revealed several key insights:

1. In the DPPH• assay, AT exhibited superior DPPH•

radical scavenging efficacy compared to AP, as evidenced
by lower IC50DPPH values for AT (1.3 × 10−3 ± 0.2 ×
10−3 M) relative to AP (2.2 × 10−3 ± 0.1 × 10−3 M).

2. In the ABTS•+ test, AT demonstrated enhanced
neutralization of ABTS•+ free radical cations compared
to AP, with calculated IC50ABTS values of 4.7 × 10−5 ±
0.1 × 10−5 M and 5.5 × 10−5 ± 0.2 × 10−5 M,
respectively.

3. Frontier molecular orbital analysis revealed that both AT
and AP derivatives exhibited distributed electron transfer
and acceptor regions throughout their molecular
structures. Molecular electrostatic potential studies
identified specific sites, particularly the hydrogen atoms
within NH and NH2 groups, as favorable targets for
nucleophilic attacks.

4. Thermodynamic parameter calculations indicated a
preference for the HAT mechanism in the gas phase
reactions of AT and AP, while the reactions in ethanol
favored the SETPT and SPLET mechanisms.

5. Regarding rate constant calculations, the HAT mecha-
nism dominated SET and RAF in reactions between AT
and AP with HOO• radicals. Notably, the product
quantities via the HAT mechanism accounted for over
99% of the total products in the gas phase and ethanol.

6. Both experimental and theoretical analyses collectively
affirmed that AT exhibited superior antioxidant ability
compared to AP, highlighting its potential as a potent
free radical scavenger.
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